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Abstract. Application of novelty detection to a new class of jet engine
is considered within this paper, providing a worked example of the steps
necessary for constructing a model of normality. Abnormal jet engine
vibration signatures are automatically identified with respect to a train-
ing set of normal examples. Pre-processing steps suitable for this area
of application are investigated. An intuitive metric for assigning novelty
scores to patterns is introduced, with benefits for reducing model sensi-
tivity to noise, and in pruning patterns from the model training set.
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1 Introduction

Novelty detection, defined to be the identification of departures from normal
system behaviour, is appropriate for areas of application in which examples
of normal behaviour greatly outnumber examples of abnormal behaviour. The
identification of abnormal jet engine vibration data is one such example, in which
the majority of available examples are “normal” [12, 3]. This paper describes
the application of the shape analysis method of novelty detection [9, 5] to a
new engine example, investigating the necessary pre-processing steps required
to provide accurate classification of abnormal examples from a new class of
modern jet engine.

An intuitive novelty metric is introduced for assigning novelty scores to engine
examples such that sensitivity of the model of normality to noise in example
patterns may be reduced. The novelty metric is used as a basis for meaningful
pruning of data from the training set such that a robust model of normality is
constructed.

Results from the application of this novelty detection process to the new
class of jet engine considered within this investigation are presented, providing
evidence of the suitability of the approach in the identification of abnormal
engine vibration signatures.
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2 Data Description

This investigation considers a modern civil jet engine, consisting of several ro-
tating engine shafts, mounted concentrically. In normal operation, air enters the
low pressure (“LP”) shaft for compression, passed to the intermediate pressure
(“IP”) and high pressure (“HP”) shafts for further compression, before ulti-
mately being mixed with aviation fuel for use within the combustion chamber
[10]. Vibration energy at the frequency of the fundamental harmonic of vibration
associated with each shaft is referred to as the tracked order of each shaft [4].

During product testing, engines of the class considered within this investiga-
tion perform a controlled two-minute acceleration from idle to maximum speed,
followed by a two-minute deceleration back to idle. Vibration amplitude levels of
the fundamental tracked orders corresponding to each shaft are recorded during
these tests, from which the speed-based vibration signature a(s) is constructed
for rotational speeds s of each engine shaft. If a(s) ≤ H for all speeds s, where
H is a contractual vibration limit, then the engine may be released into service.

The data set used in the investigation described in this article consists of 71
engine examples, initially divided into four sub-sets D1 . . . D4 , according to
their maximum vibration amplitude max{a(s)} compared with the contractual
vibration limit H , as shown in Table 1. Note that sub-set D4 is formed from
recordings of engines with seeded fault conditions, in which small masses are
deliberately applied to the engine fan blades. These weights are deliberately
applied to fan (and sometimes turbine) blades in order to correct any unbalances
during rotation of those blades about the shaft to which they are connected. This
unbalance is noted by engine manufacturers to result in very large vibration
amplitude levels of the LP shaft, with approximately normal behaviour in other
shafts. Novelty detection applied to the IP and HP shafts should therefore not
identify examples from sub-set D4 as being novel.

Table 1. Data classified according to maximum vibration amplitude

Sub-set |Dn| Class membership criteria

D1 29 Examples for which max{a(s)} < 0.9H
D2 15 Examples for which 0.9H ≤ max{a(s)} ≤ H
D3 17 Examples for which H < max{a(s)}
D4 10 Examples in which weights are deliberately applied to the engine fan

3 Quantisation of Vibration Signatures

Increasing dimensionality of data requires exponentially increasing numbers of
patterns within the data set used to construct a general model; this is termed
the curse of dimensionality [1]. In order to avoid this problem, each signature
is summarised by a shape vector x. This is performed by computing a weighted
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average of the vibration amplitude values a(s) over D = 10 speed sub-ranges [9].
The dth dimension of shape vector xd, for d = 1 . . .D, is defined to be:

xd =
∫ smax

smin

a(s)ωd(s)ds (1)

in which the vibration amplitude a(s) is integrated over the speed range s :
[smin smax], using weighting functions ωd(s), for d : 1 . . .D. The weighting func-
tions used are overlapping trapezoids, as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of weighting functions ωd, d : 1 . . . 10, used to create shape vectors

4 Normalisation

In order to identify changes in the shape of 10-dimensional vectors derived from
vibration signatures with respect to a population of normal patterns, regardless
of absolute values of vibration amplitude, normalisation is applied. This pre-
processing step removes dependence upon absolute amplitudes, whilst preserving
information about the general shape of signatures.

Five normalisation methods were investigated [2] for scaling the d : 1 . . . 10 di-
mensional shape vectors {xd

1,x
d
2, . . . ,x

d
I} constructed from vibration signatures.

These normalisation methods are defined in Table 2.
We define the component-wise normalisation function N(xi) to be a transfor-

mation of the d elements within pattern xi:

N(xi) =
xd

i − μd

σd
, d = 1 . . .D (2)

where (μ, σ) are vectors of D elements, computed component-wise across all
i = 1 . . . I patterns:

μd =
1
I

I∑
i=1

xd
i (3)
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Table 2. Normalisation methods applied to engine shape vectors

Method Definition

Energy-based normalisation
∑

(xd)2 = 1
Amplitude normalisation

∑
xd = 1

Unit normalisation max{xd} = 1
Zero-mean, unit-variance normalisation μ(xd) = 0, σ(xd) = 1
Component-wise normalisation See Eq.(2)

σd =

(
1

I − 1

I∑
i=1

(xd
i − μd)2

) 1
2

(4)

In order to examine the results of normalisation, the data set was visualised
by projecting the set of 10-dimensional shape vectors into 2 dimensions.

Topographic projection is a transformation that attempts to best preserve, in
the projected space of lower-dimensionality (latent space, R

q), distances between
data in their original high-dimensional space (data space, R

d). The Sammon
stress metric[11] is based upon the distance dij between points (xi, xj) in R

d,
and the distance d∗ij between projected points (yi, yj) in R

q:

Esam =
N∑

i=1

N∑
j>i

(dij − d∗ij)
2 (5)

in which the distance measure is typically Euclidean. The NeuroScale model [6, 7]
trains a radial basis function (RBF ) neural network to perform the mapping
from R

d to R
q, in which Esam is minimised; i.e. distances between points are

best preserved after projection.
A NeuroScale network was used for projecting shape vectors derived from the

example data set described previously, with d = 10 inputs (corresponding to the
number of elements in each shape vector) and q = 2 outputs (for 2-dimensional
projection).

The projection of the un-normalised vibration signatures from the HP shaft
during acceleration manoeuvres, as generated by the NeuroScale network, is
shown in Figure 2(a). A new NeuroScale mapping is generated for use with each
normalisation scheme, by training a RBF network using data normalised by each
method previously considered. The resulting projections from each NeuroScale
network are shown in Figure 2(b)-(f). Note that the axes of NeuroScale pro-
jections have no units of measurement: they are arbitrary orthogonal axes that
allow minimisation of Esam.

The figures show that component-based normalisation provides increase in
separation of “abnormal” patterns (sub-set D3), while the other four normali-
sation methods result in significant overlap between “normal” and “abnormal”
patterns. Thus, component-wise normalisation is used in pre-processing the 10-
dimensional shape vectors for this engine data-set.
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Fig. 2. Projections of HP Shaft Accelerations: (a) un-normalised; (b) unit normalisa-
tion; (c) amplitude normalisation; (d) energy-based normalisation; (e) zero-mean, unit-
variance normalisation; (f) component-wise normalisation. Data sub-sets {D1 . . . D4}
are shown by {• × � +}, respectively.
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5 Modelling Normality

The batch k-means clustering algorithm [13] was used, as described in [8], to
construct a model of normality from “normal” patterns (i.e. those from sub-sets
D1, D2). In this method, the distribution of “normal” patterns is defined by CK

cluster centres in R
10 space, each with an associated cluster width σK .

A novelty score z(x) may be computed for shape vector x with respect to the
K cluster centres:

z(x) =
K

min
k=1

d(x,Ck)
σk

(6)

where d(x,Ck) is Euclidean distance. A threshold Hz is defined such that pat-
terns with novelty scores z(x) ≥ Hz are classified as “abnormal”.

The k-means model assigns individual patterns to the nearest Ck cluster
centre. We define the population γk of cluster Ck to be:

γk =
{

i : [1 . . . I]
∣∣∣ d(x,Ck) < d(x,Cj)

}
, ∀j : [1 . . .K], j �= k. (7)

A pattern is said to be outside a cluster if it lies beyond that cluster’s width,
σk. Thus, an oft-used first approximation of cluster membership is to set the
width σk of cluster CK according to:

σk = max
i∈γk

d(xi,Ck), (8)

effectively placing K hyperspherical clusters into data space R
d, each corre-

sponding to the membership region of a cluster.
We propose a new definition of width σk:

σ′
k =

√
1

|γk|
∑
i∈γk

d(xi,Ck)2, (9)

effectively setting width σ′
k to be the standard deviation of intra-cluster distances

for each cluster’s population γk. Thus, the novelty score z(x) in (6) may be
interpreted as the number of standard deviations that x lies from its nearest
cluster centre.

5.1 Sensitivity to Noise

The use of σk from (8) causes cluster widths to be dependent on the location
of a single pattern in R

d; i.e. that pattern from population γk which is furthest
from centre Ck. Small variations in the placement of that pattern relative to Ck

can results in considerable variations in σk, resulting in poor robustness to noisy
data. Furthermore, the cluster width σk does not represent the distribution of
its population of patterns γk.
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Fig. 3. Cluster centre widths calculating using: (a) σk; (b) σ′
k. Training patterns and

cluster centres are shown by {• +}, respectively. Cluster boundaries are shown by
dashed lines. Outlying pattern shown by a large •.

This sensitivity to single patterns can be avoided by:

i. placing cluser centres Ck using the k-means algorithm, as before;
ii. computing σ′

k using (9);
iii. computing z(x) for all patterns using (6);
iv. re-allocating patterns to cluster populations γk according to minimum nov-

elty score using:

γk =
{

i : [1 . . . I]
∣∣∣ d(x),Ck)

σ′
k

<
d(x,Cj)

σ′
k

}
, ∀j : [1 . . .K], j �= k; (10)

v. re-computing the final σ′
k using γk from the previous step.

This is illustrated in Figure 3, using example data drawn from two circular
distributions in R

2, and a single outlying pattern. We refer to these two distri-
butions as p1 and p2, appearing in the lower-left and upper-right of Figure 3,
respectively. The single outlying pattern, indicated by a large •, lies between p1
and p2, and is slightly closer to the centre of the former.

Figure 3(a) shows widths σk computed using (8). The outlying pattern has
been assigned to C1, i.e. the cluster centre placed by the k-means algorithms to
represent data drawn from p1. Thus, σ1 is placed to include all of its population
γ1, and does not closely represent the distribution of the data in γ1.

Figure 3(b) shows widths σ′
k after the single outlying pattern has been al-

located to γ2, using (10). Thus, (C1, σ
′
1) closely represents distribution p1, and

(C2, σ
′
2) has extended slightly to cover the single outlying pattern.

This illustrates the improvement in model-fit achieved with (9), in which
the resulting two cluster centres closely model the underlying distribution from
which the example data were drawn. This is beneficial in application to engine
vibration data, in which patterns (derived from engine vibration signatures) are
subject to noise.
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5.2 Improved Pruning of Training Data

The use of (9) to compute σ′
k results in novelty scores z(x), computed using (6),

which may be interpreted as the number of standard deviations that x lies from
its closest cluster centre, using normalised distance d(x,Ck)/σ′

k.
This interpretation allowed by the proposed definition of the novelty score

z(x) allows initial pruning of patterns from the training set, in order to discard
outliers unrepresentative of normality, and which should not be included in the
training set. This can be achieved using:

i-v. as before, in 5.1;
vi. discarding all patterns x for which z(x) > H ′

z.

Thus, if, for example H ′
z = 3.0, all patterns which lie more than three stan-

dard deviations from their nearest cluster centre (using normalised distance) are
discarded. This corresponds to the intuitive notion of discarding outliers based
on their novelty relative to the distribution of the remainder of the data.

6 Results of Application to Example Engine Data

The results of novelty detection using models trained on patterns from each
engine shaft may be visualised using NeuroScale projection from R

10 onto R
2.

Results for the LP and IP shafts are presented.

6.1 LP Shaft Results

Engines that were deliberately unbalanced by attachment of weights to the fan
exhibit extremely high vibration amplitude within the LP shaft, as discussed in
Section 2. Figure 4 shows a NeuroScale projection of all patterns generated from
LP shaft vibration signatures.

6 patterns derived from unbalanced engines (i.e. drawn from sub-set D4) are
contained within the LP shaft data set, all of which are correctly classified “ab-
normal” by the novelty detection process. The figure shows that they are clearly
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Fig. 4. Projection of all LP shaft patterns. Patterns classified as “abnormal” are circled.
Data sub-sets {D1 . . . D4} are shown by {• × � ∗}, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Projection of all IP shaft patterns. Patterns classified as “abnormal” are circled.
Data sub-sets {D1 . . . D4} are shown by {• × � ∗}, respectively.

separated from the cluster formed by normal training patterns, supporting the
assumption that unbalanced patterns should appear highly abnormal in the LP
shaft.

4 of the 5 patterns that form the set of abnormal example patterns for the LP
shaft (i.e. drawn from sub-set D3) are classified “abnormal” with respect to the
model. As can be seen from the figure, these 4 patterns classified “abnormal”
are clearly separated from the normal patterns.

The remaining pattern of this abnormal class lies in the centre of the normal
cluster of patterns. This engine was released into service following pass-off testing
(source A), but exceeded the contractual vibration limit for that shaft, placing
it within sub-set D3 (as defined in Section 2). This provides support for the
claim that comparison of maximum vibration amplitude to a fixed contractual
limit Ha does not provide a reliable indication of abnormality, and that this
shape analysis technique can provide better discrimintation between “normal”
and “abnormal” engines.

6.2 IP Shaft Results

All abnormal patterns (from sub-set D3) derived from IP shaft vibration sig-
natures are correctly classified by the novelty detection process, as shown in
Figure 5. Obvious separation between “abnormal” and “normal” classes can be
seen in the figure.

A single pattern from the “normal” class is classified as “abnormal”. This
pattern was pruned from the training set prior to training, due to its outlying
position relative to the rest of the “normal” patterns.

The figure shows that patterns from sub-set D4 are not classified as “abnor-
mal” within the IP shaft, following the observation that changes in vibration
levels caused by unbalance conditions are localised within LP shaft vibration
signatures.
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7 Conclusions

Results from the use of the novelty detection procedure described within this
investigation showed that abnormal examples of jet engine vibration signatures
could be automatically identified, with a very low false-positive rate.

Appropriate pre-processing of vibration signatures was investigated, with
component-wise normalisation proving most effective in increasing separation
between normal and abnormal engine examples.

The pruning method resulting from application of the novelty metric de-
scribed in this investigation results in appropriate removal of patterns that are
significantly novel with respect to the majority of training patterns. This allows
a model of normality to be constructed that closely models vibration signatures
taken from normal engines, such that abnormal engine examples are identified.
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gan of Oxford BioSignals Ltd.
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